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Abstract

An experi mental printe d-page reade r that is easy to adapt to variou s langu ages is
describ ed. Changing the targe t langua ge may involve simultaneo us change s in symbol
sets, typefa ces, sizes of text, page layouts , linguist ic conte xts, and imaging defec ts.
Our strate gy has been to isolate the effec ts of these sourc es of variatio n within sepa-
rate, indepen dent engine ering subsyst ems. In this way, we have been able to const ruct,
with a minimum of manual effor t, classi fiers for arbitra ry combina tions of symbols,
typefac es, sizes, and imaging defec ts. We have tried to rid the algorit hms of all
languag e-spec ific rules , relying instead on automatic learnin g from exampl es and gen-
eralize d table- driven methods. For some tasks we have been able to avoid langu age-
depend ency altoget her: for example , for geometr ic page layout analy sis we have found
a global -to-loca l strate gy that requir es no prior knowle dge of the symbol set. We can
exploit linguis tic contex t, such as provid ed by dictiona ries, through data-d irected filter-
ing algorith ms in a unifor m and modular manner, so that pre-ex isting tools deve loped
by computatio nal linguis ts can readil y be applie d. We illustra te these princip les
through trials on English , Swedish, Tibet an, and spec ial technic al texts.

1. Introduction

We describe the architecture of an experimental printed-page reader that exhibits a high
degree of versatilit y: that is, it can be adapted to new languages with a minim um of
manual effort. It has been applied to multi ple-typeface English text and single-typeface
Swedish, Tibetan, chess notation, and mathematical equations. An overview of an
early version of the reader appeared as [KPB87]; recent details of its algorithmi c com-
ponents are published elsewhere (references are cited below).

Automatic page readers must cope with many sources of variation, including sym-
bol sets, typefaces, sizes of text, page layouts, linguis tic contexts, imaging defects, and
output encodings. Our engineering strategy has been to organize the system so that
each of these can be handled separately and independently, and the results combined in
arbitrary ways. To achieve this, new algorithms have often been required. For exam-
ple, our geometric layout analysis subsystem is virtually language-independent thanks
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to novel methods for skew-correc tion and the analysis of white space.

Our approach to symbol (character) recognition is a hybrid of structural shape
analysis and Bayesian statist ical classification, and is trainable by example, usually
off-line. Shape features are constructed (not merely selected) during an automatic anal-
ysis of the training set; as a result, accurate classifiers may be rapidly built for diverse
symbol sets. A pseudo-random image defect generator permits the automatic construc-
tion of classifiers given as few as one prototype image per symbol. Thus the manual
effort to learn new sets of symbols and typefaces is reduced to a minim um. The classi-
fiers exhibit strong generalization and compression across typefaces, text sizes, and
commonly-occurring image defects.

The algorithms for layout analysis and symbol recognition are applicable to any
writing system in which the symbols are rigid and disconnected (spaced apart from one
another), most of the time. Where characters do touch, segmentation is controlled by
classifier confidence scores, so that language-specific rules are needed only for cases
that are ambiguous by shape. Other linguist ic context, such as provided by dictionaries,
punctuation rules, and other lexical constraints, is exploited in a uniform data-directed
manner.

Table-driven algorithms have been used wherever possible. As a result, the pro-
grams for recognition of symbols and inference of text size and baseline possess no
language-dependent special cases. Linguistic context may be specified by arbitrary
word-lists and general-purpose regular-expression patterns. Final output encoding
(such as ASCII) is via user-specified tables.

The document image analysis literature has so far only rarely addressed the topic
of language-independence and its architectural implicati ons. Recently, Spitz et al have
investigat ed [WS88] the processing of multipl e-language documents. Each of the com-
ponent technologies discussed below has an extensive literature; surveys of them are
omitt ed here, for space reasons, but can be found in the papers referenced.

Section 2 defines the class of problems for which the page reader is designed, and
gives an overview of the system. Page layout analysis is discussed in Section 3, and
symbol recognition in Section 4. The exploitati on of linguist ic context is described in
Section 5, and output encoding in Section 6. The tools and data structures used are
described in Section 7.

2. Task Definition

The page reader accepts bilevel images (black characters on a white background) of
pages of machine-printed or typewritten text. For the purposes of this paper, we will
assume that only a single language is present, and it is specified in advance. The speci-
fication of a language determines the symbol set, reading order, linguist ic constraints,
and output encoding rules. However, typefaces, text sizes, and page layouts will nor-
mally not be specified in advance. Of course it is also useful to be able to construct
custom readers for higher accuracy on known symbols, typefaces, and defects.

The sequence of computation stages is as follows:

1. geometric layout analysis: connected components analysis, skew- and shear-
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correction, segmentation into text blocks, line-finding within blocks, character-
finding within lines, and determination of reading order;

2. symbol recognition: classificati on of characters by shape, inference of text size
and baseline (or top-line), segmentation of lines into words by spacing, and
shape-directed resegmentation of characters within words to handle touching and
broken characters;

3. linguis tic contextual analysis: segmentation of lines into words by lexical means,
exploitati on of dictionaries and punctuation rules, and enforcement of inter-word
consistency constraints;

4. logical layout analysis: partiti oning blocks into sections, labeling sections by
function, and reassembling sections (across blocks) into reading order; and

5. output encoding: mapping the internal representation of the analysis into character
codes (e.g. ASCII or JIS), possibly annotated by formatting directives (e.g. troff or
SGML).

By design, each of these stages operates as independently of the others as possible. Up
to the present time, we have managed to avoid feedback control paths between them,
while holding down the size and complexity of the data structures that are fed forward.
This strategy places severe performance constraints on the algorithms in each stage.
For example, we require that geometric layout analysis arrive at exactly one interpreta-
tion, without any knowledge of the symbol set, recognition results, or linguist ic context.
In later stages, we relax this constraint: for example, the recognition stage is permitted
to write a two-level lattice of word and character interpretations. This simpli city of
control is deliberate, and is made possible by careful algorithm design within each
stage; it has not been achieved by sacrificing performance.

We assume that within each page there is a single alignment coordinate system,
defined by the horizontal skew and vertical shear angles; within it, all symbols are
expected to be upright (landscape layouts must be manually specified, so that the image
can be rotated before layout analysis). Layouts must be Manhattan after alignment cor-
rection: that is, they can be partitioned into isolated, convex blocks (columns) of text by
horizontal and vertical line segments cutting through white space; this is a large and
useful class of layouts. The system knows in advance, from the language specification,
whether text lines within blocks are horizontal or vertical, and, if horizontal, whether
reading order is left-to-ri ght or right-to-l eft. Within blocks, text sizes and line spacings
may vary, but each line is expected to have a single text size and baseline (or top-line)
location.

Writing systems are expected to be non-cursive and disconnected: that is, their
symbols are rigid and spaced apart, at least nominally. In practice, symbols may occa-
sionally touch or overlap, giving rise to character-segmentation problems which the
system attempts to solve. Writing systems meeting these criteria include Latin, Greek,
Cyrilli c, Chinese, Kanji, Hangul, Hebrew , their derivatives, and many others. Writing
systems normally not of this kind include Arabic, Devanaga ri, and their derivatives.

At present, logical layout analysis identifi es paragraphs and suppresses garbled
text; this stage will not be discussed further. Algorithms to cope with graphics, line-
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drawings, and photographs also will not be discussed here, for lack of space.

3. Geometric Layout Analysis

The analysis of layout geometry follows a global-to-local strategy [Bai88b], that is,
greedy and guided by global evidence. A non-backtracking sequence of model-
refinement steps is executed in an order constrained by dependencies among model
parameters and maximizing the statist ical support available at each step for inference of
the parameters. Experiments suggest that this is more robust than bottom-up merging
methods and more efficient than backtracking top-down methods, while requiring rela-
tively littl e a priori informati on. In particular, the method requires no prior knowledge
of the symbol set, and only rough estimates of the range of text sizes.

First, black 8-connected components are extracted. On a typical page, approxi-
mately one in five pixels is black, each run contains more than 10 black pixels, and
each component over 25 runs: so that, the number of components is three orders of
magnitude smaller than the number of pixels. Thus we have focused attention on lay-
out algorithm s whose basic data item is the component. Components are represented
exactly (neither filtered nor approximated) as line-adjacency graphs [Pav82]. This data
structure supports, in time linear in the number of runs, the extraction both of boundary
list s and moments of area, required for symbol recognition. Also in linear time, it can
be mapped to and from a 8×-compressed form suitable for external files (the CCITT
Group 4 encoding [CC84]).

Using the set of approximate locations of components, the dominant skew and
shear angles of the page as a whole are measured. If these angles differ from strictl y
horizontal or vertical by more than 0.03 degrees, they are corrected. Our skew estima-
tion algorithm [Bai87] is one of the fastest and most accurate reported, and works with-
out modificati on on a variety of layouts, including multi ple blocks, sparse tables, and
mixed sizes, line-spacings, and typefaces. Its accuracy is unaffected by touching char-
acters, as long as they are in the minority; the method is slight ly sensiti ve to whether
the symbol set has a baseline or top-line convention. Later, as blocks of text are iso-
lated, they are skew- and shear-corrected again.

Next, blocks of text are isolated. For this, the structure of the background (white
space) is analyzed, assisted by an enumeration of all maximal white rectangles [BJF90].
This enumeration required an asymptoti cally and absolutely fast algorithm : we devel-
oped one that, aside from a sort, achieves an expected runtime linear in the number of
black connected components. In applying this algorithm to page layouts, the crucial
engineering decision is the specification of a partial order on white rectangles to select
shapes and sizes likely to occur in the background of a usable partition. This shape-
directed order determines a sequence of partial covers of the background, and thus a
sequence of nested page segmentations. In experimental trials on Manhattan layouts of
pages printed in a variety of languages, good segmentations often occur early in this
sequence, using a simple and uniform shape-directed rule (see Figure 1). Unlike many
reported bottom-up (iterative merging) strategies, this does not depend on a large num-
ber of symbol-set-dependent rules for good results. It also does not require prior
knowledge of page orientation (portrait or landscape), or reading order. It appears that
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publishers and printers in many languages, constrained by simil ar printing technology
and legibili ty conventions (for examples, see [CMS82]), use white space as a layout
delimi ter in simil ar ways.

Figure 1: This Computer Journal page of 5590 black conne cted compone nts genera tes
15106 maximal empty rectan gles, of which the first 151 (1%) in shape- directe d order define
the cover set shown. The skew- and shear- correc ted layout is illustra ted on the left by the
boundin g recta ngles of black compone nts, and the segmen tation is shown on the right as the
set of white compone nts remainin g after the union of the cover set has been computed . One
isolated line of text is fragmen ted by a spuriou s vertic al cut (at the top of the page) .

Next, each isolated block is segmented into lines of text. Again, a global-to-local
strategy is effective, even on columns in which line spacing and text size vary over a
wide range. This is achieved by analysis of the horizontal projection profile using digi-
tal signal processing methods: local derivatives and autocorrelation to estimate the
dominant line-spacing; smoothi ng to sharpen the peaks associated with text lines; non-
maximum suppression to locate the peaks; and finally local-mini ma finding to choose
horizontal cuts. Trials on pages printed in over a dozen writing systems suggest that
this method succeeds on the great majority of layouts, without language-specific rules.

Several researchers report that it is possible to estimate typographic properties of
text lines, such as text size and baseline location, from their projection profiles — but
we choose to defer these decisions until after symbol recognition, when a more robust
and language-independent method becomes available.

4. Symbol Recognition

Technical challenges in printed symbol recognition arise, generally speaking, from
three types of variation:

(a) symbols: the set of idealized, rigid, elementary shapes;

(b) deformations: permissi ble analytic shape variations, including scaling (text size)
and translation (height above baseline); and

(c) imaging defects: imperfections in the image due to printing, optics, scanning, spa-
tial quantization, binarization, etc.

We have organized the recognition subsystem so that each of these may be managed
independently of the others. Classifiers can be built for any collection of rigid symbols
under any specified defect distribut ion: this normally occurs off-line during highly-
automated training; the resulting classifier tables can be archived and selected at run-
time. The range of permissi ble text sizes, and the sensitivi ty of recognition to discrep-
ancies in size and height above baseline, can be specified at runtime.

A quantitative model of imaging defects [Bai90] permits us to build accurate clas-
sifiers with a minim um of manual effort. The model includes parameters for size, digi-
tizing resolution, blur, binarization threshold, pixel sensitivi ty variations, jitt er, skew,
stretching, height above baseline, and kerning. The model has been calibrated on
image populations occurring in printed books and typewritten business material, and is
expressed as a distribut ion over the model parameter space. Associated with it is a
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pseudo-random defect generator that reads one or more sample images of a symbol and
writes an arbitrarily large number of distorted versions chosen from the distribut ion.
Figure 2 shows examples of this.[0.0, 0.5 )[0.5, 1.0 )[1.0, 1.5 )[1.5, 2.0 )[2.0, 2.5 )

Figure 2: Pseudo-ra ndomly genera ted defec tive images of a Cyrillic /LJE/ chara cter, at 5
point size and 300 pixel/i nch digitiz ing resolut ion. Each line holds images whose defect
paramete r vecto r’s Mahalan obis distan ce lies in the range shown. Mahalan obis distanc e is
Euclide an distanc e from the mean parame ter vector , scaled compone nt-wise by standa rd
error, and is thus a measur e of sever ity of the distortio n.

One use of the generator is to allow classifiers to be built for arbitrary combina-
tions of symbols and typefaces, with minim al manual effort. For example, a classifier
for two typefaces of Tibetan, with over 400 disti nct symbols each, was built from
scratch with less than two weeks work by one person, by selecting from the document
images one sample image for each symbol. The most tedious task was the unavoidable
one of labeling each image with its language-specific symbol code. When a prelabeled
machine-legible typeface description is available, training a classifier can be accom-
plished in less than a day.

In experiments on 100 typefaces of the ASCII symbol set [BF91], we measured
success rates on isolated characters of at least 95% top choice and 99.5% within the top
3 choices, on any text larger than 7 point digiti zed at a resolution of 400 pixels/inch.
The testing phase of this experiment involved nearly one mill ion character images.
Half of these top-choice errors are due to confusions that are arguably inevitable in any
integrated multipl e-typeface classifier: i.e. among 0 O, 1 l I ] J { }, and ‘ ’. These engi-
neering benchmarks were computed under the assumption that all symbols occur with
equal probabilit y. In practice, of course, symbol distribut ion is non-uniform, often
allowing higher accuracies. For example, 99.7% per cent or better is usually possible
on 400 pixel/i nch images of original-copy English text printed at ≥ 8 point, after auto-
matic correction using a dictionary and punctuation rules (see Section 5).

In these experiments, the 100 typefaces were selected to cover as much as possible
of 20th C. American printed books and magazines and typewritten office documents.
The resulting variety of typefaces gave us an opportunity to measure certain properties
of the recognition technology that are often discussed qualitativel y but seldom quantita-
tively. One of these is generalizing power, the abilit y of a system to extrapolate auto-
maticall y from a design set, and so to perform well on classes of images not explicitl y
trained on. We observed that, in this domain, the recognition technology generalizes by
about a factor of four: that is, training on 1/3.9 of the typeface-symbols is sufficient to
achieve high accuracy on all of them.

Another property of classifiers, interesting on theoretical grounds, is compression:
the conciseness with which the universe of images to be recognized can be represented.
In our classifier, sets of simil ar typeface-symbols are represented by a single statist ical
record, called a class (it contains first-order statis tics of a few scalar features, and a
vector of log-ratios of Bayesian a priori binary-feature probabilit ies). The number of
these classes is a good measure of the resources consumed by recognition: the space
requirements of the classifier are linear in this number, and runtime is slightl y sublin-
ear. There is always at least one class per symbol, but more than one class may be
needed to represent all typefaces. Compression, then, can be computed as the ratio of
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typeface-symbols to classes: a compression of one meaning that each typeface-symbol
requires its own class. Our classifier has a compression of about 16: that is, averaged
over the ASCII set, 15.9 different typefaces are represented by one class. This is
achieved in spite of variations due to imaging defects. Such high compression has
practical impli cations: it suggests that classifiers for an even larger number of typefaces
can be constructed with only a fractional increase in computing resources.

The technical basis for this strong generalization and compression lies, we believe,
in the procedure we use to infer classifiers. Many published decision-theoreti c recogni-
tion methods require, as a manual first step, the exhaustive specification of a set of fea-
tures (often real components of a fixed-length vector); later, during the training phase,
the feature set may be pruned or transformed automaticall y for improved results. An
interesti ng aspect of our method is that the feature set need not be specified in advance:
instead, only a handful of primit ive shape types — edges, holes, convex and concave
boundary arcs, etc — are provided, in the form of algorithms to extract them from
boundary lists and moments of area. Any given set of extracted primit ive shapes is
converted into a feature vector, suitable for a statist ical procedure, by means of a map-
ping which is itself constructed during automatic analysis of the distribut ion of primi-
tives in the training set.

This approach has the virtue of consistency with our overall policy of manually
specifying as littl e as possible in advance. Our hope has been that, for this reason, the
inference algorithm would be able to adapt to diverse symbol sets with litt le or no man-
ual intervention. The shape primiti ves were originall y selected by trial-and-error during
experiments on the Latin alphabet. When we experimented on the very different
Tibetan U-chen writing system (Figure 3), we were encouraged by high accurac y (97%)
on a large alphabet (438 distinct symbols).

Figure 3: A passa ge of text from a diction ary for Tibetan , a langua ge with over 400 dis-
tinct symbols. We were able to adap t the page reade r to read the entire book with an accu-
racy of 97%, with two weeks ’ effor t, includ ing semi-auto matic trainin g.

This was achieved without adding new shape primit ives — in fact, with no changes
whatever in algorithms or tuning parameters. Since then, we have built classifiers for
Greek and Japanese kana, with good results (>99.5% correct top choice on single type-
faces under moderate distorti on), again with no changes to the inference procedure. In
another exercise, a classifier was built for 189 mathematical symbols (in roman and
itali c styles of a single typeface family), and used successfully in research into reading
of typeset equations [Cho89].

We are also pursuing an alternative classificati on technology based on neural nets
[LBD90], which devotes greater computational resources to the early stages of shape
extraction. Although this requires special hardware (e.g. digital signal processors or
custom VLSI convolvers), early experiments [BGJ88] suggest that it will be signifi-
cantly more immune to image defects.

The input to the shape classifier is an image of an isolated character, without size
or baseline context; the output is a list of interpretati ons, in decreasing order of match-
ing confidence scores. These scores are logarithms of a posteriori probabilit ies of class
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membership computed by a Bayesian classifier. Their ordering is good, but their
class-conditi onal variance is large and so their absolute magnitude does not reliably
indicate whether or not a symbol is malformed (due to touching symbols, for example).
We have found ways to normalize the scores by reference to ancillary shape metrics
such as Hamming distance (to representative binary vectors) and Mahalanobis distance
(to mean vectors of scalar properties). Normalized confidence scores, combining good
ordering and low variance, are used to drive later stages.

The first use of confidence scores is the inference of text size and baseline within
lines of text — the local geometric context of symbols required in many languages (e.g.
to disti nguish upper from lower case in the Latin alphabet). Each alternative symbol
interpretati on implies a text size (estimated from per-class statist ics collected during
training): the median of these sizes, weighted by confidence, is selected as the line’s
dominant text size. This size is then used to prune the interpretations . It is as though a
disti nct classifier, sensitive to both shape and size, had been used, but the incremental
computational cost is negligible. In an analogous way, baseline is selected; this works
equally well with no change for writing systems with a top-line convention, such as
Tibetan. Thus, by exploiting confidence scores provided by the symbol recognition
subsystem, we have avoided building a separate system of symbol-set -dependent rules
(e.g. ‘‘typographical rules’’) merely to infer local geometric context.

The resegmentation of touching, fragmented, and spurious (dirt) symbols is trig-
gered by low confidence scores. Within each affected word, we execute a branch-and-
bound search [KPB87] of alternative splitt ings and merges of symbols, pruned by
word-confidence scores derived from symbol confidence. Only for exceptional cases
that remain ambiguous by shape, such as the pair m and rn, are language-specific rules
needed to trigger resegmentation. Howeve r, the heuristics which propose places to cut
have evolved as a result of experience with the Latin alphabet, and may require exten-
sion for other symbol sets. A simil ar method has been described in detail by Tsujimot o
& Asada [TA91]. The result of this processing is that some words have alternative
resegmentations in addition to the alternative interpretati ons of their constituent sym-
bols. This double-level lattice of alternatives, ordered by shape confidence scores, is
passed to the linguist ic contextual analysis stage.

5. Linguisti c & Semantic Context

Linguisti c context, such as provided by dictionaries, punctuation rules, and other lexical
constraints, is often effective in resolving residual ambiguiti es of shape caused by
badly-designed symbol sets, overlapping typeface variations, and distorti ons due to
imaging defects. We exploit these in a data-directed manner by filtering the lattice of
word interpretations.

We have experimented principally with veto filters, which merely accept or reject
a word interpretation. These include all-alphabetic or all-numeric rules (quite effective
on Latin languages), punctuation prefix/suffix patterns, dictionary and word-list lookup,
and regular expression patterns. Some common filters are built in, but we also permit
the user to provide arbitrary programs, executed as UNIX processes and attached to the
OCR program by pipes.
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The contextual-analysis control algorithm works as follows: alternative word
interpretati ons are generated (from the lattice that is output by symbol recognition), in
descending order of word confidence scores derived from the symbols’ scores. The list
is run through each filter in turn: if a filter accepts no interpretation, the list is not modi-
fied (in case the filter is not relevant); but if any interpretation is accepted, then all
rejected interpretati ons are pruned. The user may control at run-time how far down in
word-confidence order the filters look, to trade off runtime for accuracy.

Using such a method, we adapted the system to exploit a pre-existing tool for
spell-checking Swedish words, based on a 65,000-word lexicon. Constructing a classi-
fier to include the non-ASCII characters aoA O was an easy exercise using the tools
described in Section 4. In four days elapsed time, starting from scratch, we read a
262-page Swedish book with an accuracy of approximately 98.5%.

These contextual-analysis methods are all data-directed: they merely select
among alternatives generated by shape recognition. In some applications, model-
directed analysis may be required: these are able to supply missi ng alternatives by
appeal to statist ical, linguis tic, or semantic models. In an experiment of this kind, on
several volumes of a chess encyclopedia [BK90] (see Figure 4), we obtained dramati-
cally improved results.

Figure 4: A passa ge of text from an ency cloped ia of chess games. The synta x and seman-
tics of this specia l text yielded to automat ic analy sis, permittin g a final accura cy of 99.9 95%
charac ters corre ct in spite of poor print quality .

The initial error rate of 0.5%, achieved by symbol recognition, was reduced to 0.005%
by contextual analysis. This included syntactic analysis tailored to the books’ chess
notation, and semantic analysis based on the rules of chess. Compared to natural lan-
guages, short runs of chess moves imply relatively small sets of alternative interpreta-
tions, making possible an efficient model-driven analysis. It is interesting to note that
this record-breaking accuracy was achieved without backtracking to the symbol recog-
nition stage.

6. Output Encoding

Within the page reader system, symbols are identifi ed by grapheme names — short
alphanumeric strings — making up a name space potentiall y large enough to accommo-
date symbols from many languages without conflict. Thus it is straightforward to com-
bine the symbol sets of multi ple languages in a single reader: we have already accom-
plished this for the Latin, Greek, and Cyrillic alphabets.

When adapting the system to a new language, it is necessary to provide transla-
tions to and from external symbol codes (or translit erations). In particular, such map-
pings are required to translate the labels of images in training sets, encode word inter-
pretations for linguist ic contextual analysis, and, finally, prepare the output for external
files, printing, or graphical display. In the English-speaking world, the ASCII code is
often adequate for all these purposes; but for other languages, different coding stan-
dards may apply at various stages of processing [Cle88]. In our system, these choices
may be specified by the user in the form of lookup tables.
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7. Tools and Data Structures

The family of programs making up the page reader system are all written in the C pro-
gramming language and run under the UNIX operating system on a variety of
machines. The ‘‘on-line’’ subsystem consists of the stages of computation discussed
above. The ‘‘off-line’’ subsystem includes tools for training and testing classifiers, for
the pseudo-random generation of training sets, and for graphical display and editing of
document images and intermediate results of processing.

All components of the on-line and off-line subsystems are unified by a common
data structure that is persistent and machine-independent. This data-structure permits
the description of a document image as a full hierarchy of pages of blocks of text lines
of words of symbols, as well as many incomplete hierarchies suited to early stages of
analysis.

8. Summary

We have described the architecture of a page reader versatile enough to be readily
adapted to multi ple-typeface English text, and single-typeface Greek, Tibetan, Swedish,
chess notation, and typeset mathematics. Plans for future work include experiments on
other writing systems, including Kanji, Cyrilli c, and Hangul. We are particularly inter-
ested in testing the range of applicabilit y of the contextual analysis control strategy, and
in exploring model-driven methods further.

We feel there is still much to be learned about good engineering strategies for
combining image analysis with computational linguis tics. This research may someday
lead to reading machines competent in multipl e languages simult aneously.
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Figure 1: This Computer Journal page of 5590 black conne cted compone nts genera tes
15106 maximal empty rectan gles, of which the first 151 (1%) in shape- directe d order define
the cover set shown. The skew- and shear- correc ted layout is illustra ted on the left by the
boundin g recta ngles of black compone nts, and the segmen tation is shown on the right as the
set of white compone nts remainin g after the union of the cover set has been computed . One
isolated line of text is fragmen ted by a spuriou s vertic al cut (at the top of the page) .
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Figure 2: Pseudo-ra ndomly genera ted defec tive images of a Cyrillic /LJE/ chara cter, at 5
point size and 300 pixel/i nch digitiz ing resolut ion. Each line holds images whose defect
paramete r vecto r’s Mahalan obis distan ce lies in the range shown. Mahalan obis distanc e is
Euclide an distanc e from the mean parame ter vector , scaled compone nt-wise by standa rd
error, and is thus a measur e of sever ity of the distortio n.
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Figure 3: A passa ge of text from a Tibeta n-to-Ti betan diction ary; this langua ge possess es
over 400 distinc t symbols. We were able to adapt the page reade r to read the entire book
with an accu racy of 97%, with two week s’ effor t, includ ing semi-aut omatic traini ng.
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Figure 4: A passa ge of text from an ency cloped ia of chess games. The synta x and seman-
tics of this specia l text yielded to automat ic analy sis, permittin g a final accura cy of 99.9 95%
charac ters corre ct in spite of poor print quality .


